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Yahiya Emerick is a prolific author of books related to Middle Eastern religion and culture.

As far as translation, it is the best I have seen so far. However, the background/introductions can be

more clear and on point. They are not the type of introduction that you would remember after a while

kind of not coherent, or most important of all help you understand the context. I gifted this for my

niece, but when I read a few pages I could remember much vividly from my childhood what the

background of the Aya's were than what was written in segmented vague way by this translator.

Love this Qur'an translation. It is simple and clear, which is so hard to find. I also LOVE the

background info provided throughout. Although it's titled "for school children," adults will appreciate

and learn from this as well. The language and concepts are also for older children. My 11-year-old

mostly understands, but some of it is above my 9-year-old's head.

EXCELLENT book for little muslim kids. So easy to understand. This is a MUST have. I bought this

for my kids and for my nephews. They all love it.



This is the best explanation of Quran for children I have come across. It is equally valuable for

adults who want to understand the background and context of a Quranic verse. Mr Emerick's

contribution in the form of this book is extremely valuable, both for muslims as well any one who is

interested in understanding Quran's content. I have bought a number of copies, for my children and

for giving as a gift

Great for adults, too. I am enjoying reading this translation so much. I've told everyone I know read

it. It reaffirms your faith and you get a good understanding of our Holy Qur'an. I actually look forward

to reading the Qur'an!

Good bookWhen my kids start a new surah to memorize or read, we open the book to help them

understand the meaning of itI recommend it for moms and teachers

Very helpful for Muslim children studying in secular schools where learning about the Quran is the

responsibility of the parents. The background info on the verses is an excellent tool for

understanding the context and meaning of the verses. The language is simple and clear. May Allah

bless the author for this excellent effort.

Wonderful and easy translation for both adults and children. I really enjoy the historical background

related to ayas. It is also very helpful to have a short summary of each sura at begining. I have

bought 6 copies so far for family and friends. I am sure I will buy more!
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